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The geographic and cultural diversity of Cen‐

Considerable range and depth of scholarship

tral Europe, embracing myriad cultures and tradi‐

is needed to create a coherent argument about

tions, makes succinct analysis of its architecture

this vast area. But this is exactly what Akos Mora‐

difficult. Within the region, the overbearing ideol‐

vanszky has done with his Competing Visions:

ogy of international socialist brotherhood dis‐

Aesthetic Invention and Social Imagination in

couraged critical examination of the "decadent"

Central European Architecture, 1867-1918. A Hun‐

architectural past. Vienna, as the only major Hab‐

garian-trained architect and architectural histori‐

sburg city available for study for such a long time,

an, Moravanszky has devoted much of his aca‐

became the focal point of western interest in the

demic career to studying the architecture and ur‐

Habsburg

Carl

banism of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. This

Schorske's Fin de Siecle Vienna: Politics and Cul‐

book builds on his two previous works on the re‐

ture [1] and major shows in Vienna [2] and New

gion, one devoted to architecture in Austria-Hun‐

York.[3] Since the publication of Schorske's book

gary [7] and the second devoted to the emergence

and then with the collapse of the Berlin Wall, Cen‐

of modern architecture in the Central European

tral

have

lands.[8] With such a background, perhaps no ar‐

reemerged in western consciousness; in recent

chitectural historian active today has a better

years there have appeared monographic works

knowledge and understanding of the uniqueness

on architects unknown to the West fifteen years

and peculiarity of the region and its architecture.

Monarchy,

European

as

evidenced

architecture

and

by

art

ago such as Josip Plecnik, [4] and volumes on the
role of art in the creation of national conscious‐
ness.[5] Within Central Europe as well, critical re‐
considerations of turn of the century artistic pro‐
duction and culture are now appearing.[6]

In the preface, Moravanszky states that it is
not his intention to examine the mundane archi‐
tecture of the Austro-Hungarian Empire: the rail‐
road stations, post offices, and banks which exist‐
ed in every town and which made western
Ukraine familiar to the visitor from Lower Aus‐
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tria, as he put it (p. x). Rather, he wants to explore

Central Europe could accommodate and nurture

what he terms "alternative visions," those of ar‐

numerous competing modernisms.

chitects whose aesthetics drew upon a common

The second chapter, "The City as Political

intellectual heritage, but sought with their archi‐

Monument," thematically akin to the final chapter

tecture to express regional, not individual visions.

"The Architecture of Social Reform," confronts the

These regional visions, though somewhat na‐

question of urbanism within the Austro-Hungari‐

tionally-based, were not formulated as nationalist

an Empire. Both chapters explore how the urban

visions; it was the failure of historicist architec‐

designs of Vienna and Budapest reflected political

ture to fully and adequately express modernity

and economic exigencies.

which furnished the intellectual impetus for these

The first of these two urban design chapters

alternative visions. Though some architects, such

explores questions of overall formal develop‐

as the Slovak Dusan Jurkovic, sought to revive tra‐

ment: the necessity of imperial representation

ditional and vernacular forms and invest them

and the forms that representation imposed on the

with modern meanings, others, such as Jan Kotera

face of the city, analyzing the Ringstrasse as a "so‐

and his fellow Czechs, devised radically new

cial gradient," an area where social forces in Vien‐

forms to express modernity. Idiosyncratic genius‐

nese society (cultural liberalism, constitutional

es, such as Josip Plecnik, melded those two trends,

democracy, the Monarchy) were represented by

creating an architecture that was derivative and

public structures, creating a backdrop for the the‐

expressive of vernacular traditions, though thor‐

ater of modern life and furthering interaction of

oughly and completely suffused by modernism.

diverse social classes.

The organization of the book advances this

In contrast to Vienna, the urban plan for Bu‐

methodology and line of research. Each of the ten

dapest was the result of an international competi‐

chapters deals with a single--and singular--aspect

tion. It is here that Moravanszky sees the triumph

of architecture and architectural theory. The first

of representational urbanism, that is the use of

chapter introduces the concept and problem of

the entire urban fabric, rather than any one single

Central Europe, a region which Moravanszky puts

component, for representing the nation. The most

forth as an imaginary one, invented by cultural

striking feature of the plan, Andrassy Avenue, is a

theorists at the turn of the century and defined by

major thoroughfare that, unlike the Vienna Ring,

an overlapping web of language, politics, and cul‐

has few representational structures. It was devel‐

ture, all united by the overarching idea of the

oped instead as a residential area. Though

Habsburg Monarchy. As a remarkably incisive ex‐

grandiose in scale, the Avenue is actually of little

ample of the internal divisions existing within

utility as a traffic connector, opening vaguely at

this imaginarily unified region, Moravanszky dis‐

one end, and disappearing behind the Millennial

cusses the two great Postal Savings Bank projects:

Monument at the other. But, as Moravanszky

Otto Wagner's well-known Postal Savings Bank

proves, the purpose of the Avenue was not the im‐

(1904-6) in Vienna, and Odon Lechner's lesser-

provement of traffic, but the creation of a show

known, but equally interesting Postal Savings

street. The second of the two chapters focuses on

Bank in Budapest (1899-1901), built in the Habs‐

the social and economic difficulties posed by the

burg capitals within five years of each other.

expansion of cities and the political and tectonic

Though these structures were designed for simi‐

solutions investigated at the turn of the century.

lar purposes, their respective architects' inten‐

The middle seven chapters analyze aspects of

tions and approaches to modernism differed

architectural production in Central Europe, exam‐

greatly, illustrating Moravanszky's assertion that

ining aesthetic issues and artistic ideologies, such
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as historicism, art nouveau, the Wagner school,

original urban fabric, wrenching them from their

the search for a national style, Adolf Loos and his

discussed and their intended visual contexts.

influence, and Czech cubism. Moravanszky is at

Though the photographs throughout the book are

his best in these chapters, bringing together ex‐

numbered, the lack of reference to photograph

amples from all over the empire to illustrate the

numbers makes understanding the visual aspects

individuality and national similarities of modern

of Moravanszky's argument difficult to one not fa‐

architecture in the Dual Monarchy.

miliar with the structures considered. Two of the
photographs (2.10 and 4.10) are backwards, and

By organizing the chapters around intellectu‐

two of the captions are reversed (7.32 and 7.34).

al themes, rather than architects or chronologies,

There are several errors in names as well: pre‐

Moravanszky intends to "dissect the tight web of

sumably the Hungarian painter Mihaly Munkacsy

biographical, cultural, and aesthetic cross-connec‐

is intended when the author writes Miklos (p.

tion" (p. xi) of the period. This radically different

112), and the architect's name is Louis H. Sullivan,

approach lets the reader perceive the depth of

not Henry Louis Sullivan, as it appears on page

cultural diversity and interconnection within the

336 and in the index.

Habsburg Imperium as well as see the repeated
engagement with the same cultural questions by

Perhaps the greatest problem with the book is

the various nationalities within the empire. A

posed by its intended scope as reflected in the ti‐

drawback of the author's innovative organization,

tle; though claiming to focus on "Central Europe,"

though, is that many of the same figures--Josef

Moravanszky deals almost exclusively with the

Hoffmann, Joze Plecnik, Jan Kotera, or Max Fabi‐

Austro-Hungarian Empire which, though a signifi‐

ani--appear in different guises in different chap‐

cant force in Central Europe, is by no means the

ters, but the isolating nature of the chapters pre‐

entirety of that region. This orientation toward

vents a full exploration of these multiple roles.

the Habsburg Empire is further underscored by
the period on which the book focuses, 1867-1918,

Each of the chapters is a self-contained essay

dates which are of particular Austro-Hungarian

which could stand alone. They were seemingly

significance--the date of the historic compromise

written over a period of time, as the quality of the

which elevated Hungary to equal partner with

writing is uneven and sometimes repetitious; sim‐

Austria, and thus marked the genesis of the Aus‐

ilar fragments of argument are used repeatedly in

tro-Hungarian Empire, and the year that same

differing contexts. Though the hermetic nature of

empire ultimately collapsed.

each chapter (only a few cursory references to
other chapters or arguments are grafted in) al‐

Organizational

and

production

problems

lows the reader to focus on one particular aspect

aside, this book, with its innovative approach to a

of aesthetic invention and social imagination in

region that still needs to be better understood, is a

Central Europe, it also requires the reader to

welcome addition to the library of scholars or lay‐

know a great deal about Central Europe before‐

men with an interest in Central European cultural

hand; a familiarity with the architectural, cultur‐

history.

al, and political history of Austria-Hungary, as
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